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CONNOR ASHLOCK  
Full Stack Web Developer 
 
TECHNICAL SKILLS 

STRONG: React.js, Node.js, HTML5, JavaScript (ES5 & ES6), CSS3, Flexbox, RESTful APIs (Ajax/Fetch) PostgreSQL 
 
EXPERIENCED: Express, HTTPie, jQuery, Bootstrap 4 
 
TOOLS: Git, GitHub, VS Code, JSON, FIGMA, Postman, MeisterTask, Slack, Agile Methodology, AWS, npm, React Dev Tools, Webpack, Nginx, 
Babel, Bash, PM2 
 
APPLICATIONS BUILT  

SOCCER-STORE LIVE | GitHub 
● A shopping cart full stack web application that allows a user to view products, view product details, place items in cart, view cart 

summary, and place an order 
● Constructed frontend with JavaScript and React.js to dynamically render elements onto the web page 
● Created backend with Node.js, allowing the client to communicate with the PostgreSQL database 

 
DOG-GURU - LIVE | GitHub 

● A web app that allows users to generate dog images with advice, generate fox images with a joke,  refresh the application for new 
advice or joke content, and user can bookmark their favorite items to view at a later time 

● Designed the HTML5 webpage using Bootstrap 4 and CSS3 to make it responsive on mobile and desktop 
● Developed using JavaScript, jQuery and JSON to get data from APIs to display the returned information onto the app 

 
WHACK-A-DIGLETT - LIVE | GitHub 

● A frontend whack-a-mole application inspired by Pokemon that allows a user to select a character, whack a diglett, and view the score 
● Written mainly with React.js and JavaScript to get the digletts to dynamically render in different hole locations based on a setInterval 
● Positioned elements on the web page with CSS3 to get digletts to pop up in the correct spot 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

J. Stephens 
Assistant Ecommerce Manager 
2019 - 2020  Valencia,  CA 

● Administered and supervised web merchandising team of 6 people to accomplish company target 
● Oversaw offered products/merchandise to ensure sales were maximized and delivered orders were error-free 
● Worked directly with internal resources regarding the day to day management of the website 
● Uploaded/updated listings and inventory to the ecommerce website to keep current with other shoe retailers 
● Trained new employees to properly keep up with the workflow and follow company policy 

 
Administrator of Online Sales 
2018 - 2019  Valencia,  CA 

● Liaised with suppliers to route inventory and ensure listings were accurate and up to date 
● Maintained department records, including spreadsheets and databases that tracked suppliers, sales, and customers 
● Responded to calls/online inquiries regarding account issues and product questions while ensuring  great customer satisfaction 

 
EDUCATION 

Utah State University 
Bachelors of Science in Business Administration 
 
LearningFuze 
Accelerated Web Development Program 
900+ hours of programming (65-70 hours per week) 
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